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Message from the Editor
A

wo important components of spreading world

peace today are resolving the Israeli-Palestinian

conflict and maintaining the readiness of U.S. Army
forces to defend America and its allies.

Apart from its intrinsic value, resolving the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict would help improve the image of
the United States in the Muslim, especially Arab, world.
Meanwhile, maintaining the readiness of U.S. Army

forces would help ensure stability in many spots around
the globe, if only as a deterrent against opportunistic

adversaries.
We at the RAND Corporation cannot stipulate thee - . .-

terms of a peace settlement between Israelis and Pales-
tinians. However, we can-and do-show how the devel-
opment of various public sectors can contribute to a
successful Palestinian state. Moreover, we contend that
the concrete work of building such a state should begin
now, by laying the groundwork for a new national infra-
structure and by improving public health, education,
water resources, and security in Palestine. Work in these
areas could empower the moderate Palestinian leader-
ship today and boost the prospects of a negotiated peace
settlement tomorrow. Rarely has there been such a prom-
ising and grounded message regarding the Israelis and " - ]
Palestinians.

Our story about the U.S. Army is equally unusual,
if disconcerting. Rarely, if ever, has there been such a
straightforward, clear-headed, point-by-point itemiza-
tion of the ways in which the strongest fighting force in -] a

the world has become strained. Lynn Davis and Michael
Polich consider a variety of ways to rectify the situation.
Yet the authors find no option, no policy, no alternative

that could alleviate the problems, presuming a world
where high levels of overseas deployments continue,
without imposing some kind of significant cost or risk.

One story reads like a dream that can come true. The
other story reads like a reality check.

-John Godges
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News

Iraq and Afghanistan Missions Failing to Build Internal Security
America's current nation-building function of initial conditions in paying as much attention to
missions in Iraq and Afghanistan the country (such as the existence planning post-conflict internal
"largely have been unsuccessful in of a peace treaty), inputs (such as security as to planning combat

establishing law and order," accord- the amount of financial assistance operations
ing to Seth Jones, lead author of a provided), and outputs (such as thc ncgoriati ng a peace treaty or
new RAND study that examines number of civilian police trained), formal surrender

nine nation-building efforts in the The outputs influenced subsequent filling the security gap quickly

post-Cold War era. outcomes, such as crime rates and with U.S. (or U.S. and allied)
Nation-building has many the levels of political violence, military and constabulary forces

components, such as reconstruct- For Kosovo and East Timor, developing a comprehensive doc-
ing a country's public health, eco- the data and case studies show rtine For post-conflict internal

nomic, and education systems. consistently high levels of inputs security rcconstruction
However, said Jones, "Establishing provided and outputs produced: building mechanisms to cnsure
police, courts, border control, and the amount of financial assistance, faster mobilization of personnel,

other elements of internal secu- the duration of assistance, the size funds, and equipment
rity should be the most important of international military and police focusing on outcome measures,

objectives of policymakers imme- contingents, the size of a national such as crime rates, when design-
diarely after major combat." police force, and the number of ing programs.

"Therefore, his study measures police trained in proportion to the The researchers set rough guide-
the level of internal security general population. Kosovo and lines forthe successful reconstruction
achieved in various post-conflict East Timor have also had the high- ofsecurity after combat. Forexample,
settings. The study compares nine est proportions of civilian police average annual financial assistance
efforts-Panama, El Salvador, Soma- forces who have been armed and should be roughly $250 per capita

lia, Haiti, Bosnia, East Timor, given arrest authority. The other over the first two years of nation-
Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq- cases-both the unsuccessful and building. And there should be 1,000
in terms of how successful the mixed ones -have had lower rates soldiers per 100,000 inhabitants to
United States and its allies have in these categories, provide security and stability. m

been at both reducing the level of The report urges the United
violence and establishing a func- States to bolster the planning For For more information: Establishing Law

voc aand Order After Conflict, ISBN 0-8330-

tioning rule of law. post-conflict security institutions by 3814-1, 2005.

As the figure shows, only two

of the cases-East Timor and B

Kosovo-have met with success
in both respects, with the level of • Mixed Successful

violence declining and the rule of Haiti. Kosovo,

law improving over the course of Bosnia

reconstruction. The study found ' East Timor

that success has been largely a S . .. ..m a L4 --- ----

_2 *lIraq Panama

For Kosovo and East Timor, Afghaistan

the data show consistently I
Unsuccessful Mixed

high levels of inputs provided Wrse . Level of violence...... te

and outputs produced. SO'C L 0 t, so2005
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News

Military Spending: Which Path Will China Take?
China's military budgets are and unemployment-will be very such as rates of growth in GDP,

expected to grow substantially over strong. This projection reflects both the introduction of a national pen-
the next two decades. According to the upper bound of what middle- sion program, closure of poorly
Keith Crane, a RAND economist, income developing countries have performing defense plants and

"China's defense spending has been willing to spend on defense expanded production by better-
more than doubled over the past over the past two decades and an performing ones, sizable contract
six years, almost catching up with evaluation of the People's Libera- awards to nontraditional defense

Great Britain and Japan. Although tion Army's assessment of threats suppliers (including nonstate enter-
the rate of increase has slowed, by to China at this point in time. The prises), and changes in the total
2025 China will be spending more mid-range projection assumes that government budget for research
on defense than any of our allies." military spending will not rise above and development. u

Crane and his colleagues esti- the lower bound of the current
mate that Chinese defense spend- estimate, or 2.3 percent of GDP. For more information: Modernizing

China's Military: Opportunities and Con-
ing is between 2-3 and 2.8 percent How will we know which path straints, ISBN 0-8330-3698-X, 2005.

of the country's gross domestic China is taking? Tracking a set of
product (GDP), compared with indicators should help determine
U.S. defense spending of 3.9 per- whether future military expen-

cent of GDP. This estimated range ditures and capabilities are likely Both projections yield very
is 40-70 percent higher than offi- to diverge markedly, up or down.
cial Chinese government figures, Those indicators include factors substantial sums by 2025.
but it is still considerably lower
than many previous estimates of

how much money China spends

on defense. HwMc ilCiaDvt oIsDfne

As for future growth, the figure 4..450
shows two projections: mid-range a Maximum (assumes 5 percent of GDP is 403

ad ao 400 - devoted to defense)and maximum. Both projections • S 0 Mid-range (assumes 2.3 percent

yield very substantial sums by 2025. • of GDP is devoted to defense)

'Ihc lower sum of $185 billion from 2
? i300

the mid-range projection amounts =M.
to about 60 percent of the 2003 E 2 207

U.S. defense budget. The larger 200 -
sum of $403 billion from the maxi- C 1 185

mum projection is a third more 400 76_114

than the 2003 U.S. defense budget. 9191

(Both projections are expressed in 50 69

terms of 2001 U.S. dollars.) O 0 3 1 I I I I2003 2010 2015 2020 2025
The maximum projection

assumes that the Chinese leader- SOURCE M C i 'MJ1 , 205,
NOTE-: ( P a. do r•ic pduc.

ship would be willing to raise mili-

tary' expenditures to 5 percent of

GDP during a period when political

pressures to increase spending on

health, education, and pensions-

plus infrastructure, the environment,
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News

Terrorism Insurance Failing to Cover Growing Threats to Private Sector
T1he U.S. terrorism insurance sys- to a "movement of movements" that not required to offer this type of

tem is failing to provide businesses works through local affiliates. In coverage (other than workers' car-

with adequate financial protection, fact, the study postulates four main pensation). Another key limitation

leaving the nation vulnerable to attack trends: (1) an increased focus of TRIA is its exclusion of cover-

economic disruption if there is a on "soft," civilian-centric venues; age for attacks caused by domes-

major terrorist attack, according to (2) an ongoing emphasis on econom- tic terrorist groups. 1 his exclusion

a new RAND study. ically motivated assaults; (3) a con- is problematic because al Qaeda

"Protecting businesses against tinued reliance on martyrdom; and "franchises" its attacks to local

the economic impact of a terrorist (4) a continued interest in chemi- affiliates and because it is hard to

attack should be part of a robust cal, biological, radiological, and attribute such attacks to a particu-

homeland security effort," said nuclear (CBRN) attacks despite lar group.

Peter Chalk, lead author of the little ability to execute large-scale ]Ihe report recommends that

report. strikes, the U.S. Congress consider the fol-

Congress passed the federal Domestically, the antiglobal- lowing proposals:

Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, or ism movement, with its opposi- Increase the number of busi-

TRIA, in 2002. Tie act requires tion to the growing concentration nesses buying terrorism insur-

insurers to offer insurance that of state and corporate power, has ance by lowering its price, which

will pay on claims resulting from influenced at least three home- could be accomplished by alter-

terrorist attacks on commercial grown entities that are very dissim- ing the terms of federal reinsur-

assets when perpetrated by foreign ilar but that have demonstrated, in ance.

groups using conventional weap- varying degrees, a shared penchant - Expand and improve the finan-

ons and on the scale of 9/11. for violence: (1) anarchists, (2) cial protections offered by TRIA

But while such insurance is far-right extremists, and (3) radi- instead of allowing it to expire in

required by law, only about 50 cal environmentalists. The rise of December.

percent of businesses have "taken it domestic militants hostile to cor- • Require that terrorism insurance

up." At present, TRIA is scheduled porate power has coincided with al cover attacks by domestic groups

to expire in December; if that Qaeda's increased focus on attacks and attacks involving CBRN wea-

occurs, prices for such insurance designed to yield magnified eco- pons (or possibly cover CBRN

will increase, "take-up" rates will nomic consequences. attacks through a direct govern-

fall, and the nation's financial vul- Two key implications for rer- ment insurance program).

nerability to future attacks will rise. rorism insurance emerge. First, • Create a national board to assess

And although al Qaeda remains TRIA does not provide adequate the performance ofT'FRIA or its

the principal "foreign" threat, its financial protection, particularly successor. a

operational and organizational in the face of economically tar-

character has changed markedly geted attacks against soft targets. For more information: Trends in Terror-
since 9/11, now corresponding more The currently low levels of take- ism: Threats to the United States and

r lthe Future of the Terrorism Risk Insur-
up rates could lead to widespread ance Act, ISBN 0-8330-3822-2, 2005.

uninsured losses, intensifying the
T A is scheduled to exp e in economic consequences of such

attacks.

December; if that occurs, the Second, TRIA has failed to

nation's financial vulnerability keep pace with the evolving threat.
Although the risk from CBRN

to future attacks will rise, attacks is profound, insurers are
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News

Number of Asbestos Claims Continues to Rise at Steady Pace
Asbestos litigation is the longest- roughly $19 billion has paid for asbestos-exposed workers from
running mass tort litigation in the the claimants' legal costs, leaving seeking compensation.

United States, and the number of about $30 billion-or 42 percent Yet another alternative would

claims"increased sharply" from the of total spending-as net compen- be to create a trust fund to make

early 1990s to 2002, according to sation. Put another way, claimants payments to injured workers who

Stephen Carroll, a RAND senior have received about 42 cents of meet certain criteria. The fund

economist and lead author of the ever)' dollar spent, with the rest would be created by pooling pay-

most comprehensive study of asbes- going to attorneys on both sides ments from defendant corpora-

ros litigation to date. The increase and for other related costs. tions and insurers. This alternative

was "driven primarily by people The study encourages policy- is similar to proposed legislation

who claim noncancerous injuries, a makers to consider alternative that was voted out of the Sen-

group that accounts for 90 percent strategies for resolving asbestos ate Judiciary Committee in late

of all new claims," he said. injury claims, strategies that would spring. *

Previously, most claims came deliver adequate and fair compen-

from workers exposed through sation more efficiently. Among the For more information: Asbestos Litiga-

activities such as asbestos rmin- alternatives described in the report tion, ISBN 0-8330-3078-7, 2005.

ing and manufacturing. Current is one that would allow claims

litigation, however, has spread well to remain in the legal system but

beyond the asbcstos and building would limit compensation only to

products industries to industries those people whose injuries meet Current litigation has spread
such as textiles, paper, glass, and certain medical criteria. Such a well beyond the asbestos and
food. In the latter cases, workers did system would require the fewest
not routinely handle asbestos, but it changes but would prevent many building products industries.
was present in the workplace.

Researchers found that more

than 730,000 individuals had.............................. Goe

brought asbestos claims against

more than 8,400 defendants

through 2002. Moreover, at least Defense

73 companies named in a sub- costs

stantial number of asbestos claims

had filed for bankruptcy through

mid-2004. !pnig $9blin
All told, a total of $70 bil-

lion has been spent on this litiga-

tion through 2002. As the figure

shows, nearly a third of the money

($21 billion) has paid for the legal

costs incurred by defendants and

insurers, with the remaining two-

thirds being the gross compensa-

tion awarded to claimants.

Of that $49 billion in gross sou L s., t;-,i-,200S,

compensation through 2002,
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Perspectives

Voices of Experience
Former Defense Officials See Threats Looming on the Horizon

LOOKING BEYOND the current wars in Iraq and - Brent Scowcroft, national security adviser for Presi-

Afghanistan, four men with a combined 25 years of dent Richard Nixon from 1975 to 1977 and for

experience at the helm of U.S. defense policy gathered President George H. W. Bush fromn 1989 to 1992

for a conversation at the RAND Corporation and • Harold Brown, secretary of defense for President

warned of several long-term national security dan- Jimmy Carter from 1977 to 1981

gets that are now brewing. In general, the four elder * Frank Carlucci, national security adviser for Presi-

statesmen of the U.S. defense establishment suggested dent Ronald Reagan from 1986 to 1987 and secre-

that current U.S. defense and foreign policy might be tary of defense for President Reagan from 1987 to

ignoring some long-term dangers and might even be 1989.

intensifying them.

Tie men focused their attention neither on terror- muclear and Economic Threats
ism nor on Iraq but discussed those ongoing conflicts "The two most important security problems we face

in the context of other, growing threats. Chief among do not include Iraq," declared McNamara. "The two

the long-term dangers faced by America, according most important problems are proliferation of weapons

to the group, are the proliferation of weapons of mass of mass destruction and a totally disastrous fiscal

destruction, the ballooning national deficit, a scarcity of situation in this country that is bound to weaken our

diplomacy to buttress defense policy, and an estrange- security."

ment of America from international institutions. The number one security problem, he said, is the

The men also voiced concerns about the military's march of nations toward acquiring nuclear weapons
long-term goals for "transformation." In this regard, and the danger that yet other parties could obtain

the men stressed the need to strike the proper balance those weapons. "1 don't see any other problem that's as

in U.S. defense planning, programming, and budget- serious as this."

ing between technology and people. He focused on North Korea and Iran. "look at

Conversation participants included North Korea today. 1 believe they have nuclear wcap-

Robert McNamara, secretary of defense for Presi- ons. I'm not sure anything we do will persuade them

dents John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson from to give them up." Yet he saw no military solution. "I

1961 to 1968 can't conceive of attacking North Korea, even if we

knew where the nuclear facilities were-and I'm not

sure we do. They have several thousand artillery pieces

"The two most important security as close to Seoul and our troops as Dulles airport is
to Washington, D.C. If we attack North Korea, those

problems we face do not include Iraq. artillery pieces are going to be destroying Seoul and

The two most important problems destroying our troops. It's inconceivable to me that we

have a military option."are proluueratuon of weapons of mass McNamara saw no military solution with respect

destruction and a totally disastrous to Iran, either. "I don't know how in the heck today we

fiscal situation in this country that is could go into Iran militarily. It would be a very, very
serious problem. So with respect to North Korea and

bound to weaken our securit-y." Iran, I think we have to do something different than

-Former Secretary of Defense we're doing. We've got to put more weight on diplo-
macy. We certainly ought to stop nations such as Iran

Robert McNamara from the nuclear cycle-from enriching uranium and

a RAND REVIEW / SUMMER 2 0 0 5 W W W RAN D RG



processing plutonium. There are a whole series oforher
actions we should take. We're not taking them. And "The Global War on Terrorism is
this is going to be our most serious, in my [opinion], something of a misnomer. We're not
security problem for the next several years."

"I agree," said Scowcroft. "It's a very serious prob- worried about Basque terrorism in this
lem. And I think there are two broad aspects to it. The

first is control of the nuclear materials that we have country. We're not worried about the
now." He referred to efforts such as the Nunn-Lugar Chechens in this country. What we are

Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, which aims worried about is Salafist Islam. It's
to secure the vast but "very, very poorly controlled"
nuclear arsenals possessed by Russia. really a civil war within Islam rather

"-Ihe second is the development of new nuclear than a global war on terrorism. That
powers. Bob [McNamara] mentions we ought to stop
Iran from enriching titanium. Well, that is a huge limits what we can do militarily."
problem. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty per- -Former Secretary of Defense
mits Iran to enrich uranium-as long as it's for peace-

ful purposes. 'fhey say it's for peaceful purposes, but Harold Brown
who knows, because once you have the fissile material,

making a weapon is a much simpler process."
Scowcroft recommended that the International do it because they think it will. They may be wrong.

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) exercise greater control Perhaps an approach would be to try to persuade them

over nuclear materials than currently allowed, as was that their overall security-military, economic, and all
recently proposed by a United Nations (UN) security the rest -is actually better if they don't have nuclear
panel. "'They proposed that no new country be allowed weapons. Now, that takes diplomacy. Whether it can

to enrich uranium or to reprocess spent fuel rods to be done with lran, let alone North Korea, is a big, big
produce plutonium. Instead, the IAEA would guar- question. We certainly can't do it alone--that is, the
antee a fuel supply for power reactors to any state in U.S. certainly cannot make a persuasive case by itself."

good standing with the IAEA." In addition, the IAEA "Let me ask you a question," Scowcroft turned to
"would supervise the taking back of the spent fuel Brown, "about North Korea and Iran and our behavior
rods. That, I think, would be a big step forward." toward both of them. If you're Iran sitting back look-

Scowcroft added that North Korea and Iran are ing at it, would you think it better to have nuclear
not the only causes of concern. "Right behind Iran weapons or better not to?"

is Brazil," he said. "Brazil is saying, 'We think there's "Certainly vis-h-vis the United States," Brown
money in enriching uranium. We've got a lot ofnatural answered, "you would fee! safer if you had nuclear

uranium. It's legal. We want to enrich Uranium.' And weapons, because Saddam Hussein didn't have them,
the danger is that this will cascade and pretty soon
we'll have 40 countries on the verge of the capability Robert eNamara,

for nuclear weapons. So it's a very serious problem." defense secretary

"I think all those statements are true," concurred LJohr Kennedy and

Brown. "And I think it would be very, very good if Lyndon Johnson,and Harold Brown.

we could somehow get international agreement on an AL defense secretary

IALA control of all fissionable material. Whether the for PresidentS....Jimmy Carter.

U.S. would agree to have its fissionable material so share a moment

controlled is a question in my mind." of levity during a

Brown renewed the emphasis on diplomacy in mostly weighty
conversation.

controlling the spread of nuclear weapons. "Funda-

mental to whether countries decide to take the step

to go to nuclear weapons is their own judgment as to

whether that will improve their security or not. They

WWW RAND ORG RAND REVIEW / SUMMER 2 0 0 5 9



way to solve [the problems posed by] North Korea and

"We have not really gotten our arms Iran without doing that."

very well around how to integrate our Diplomacy and Engagement

military and our diplomacy for this The four interlocutors recognized that the so-called
Global War on Terrorism currently dominates the
thinking within the U.S. Department of Defense.

terrorism by ourselves. We have to However, they doubted whether the defense depart-

reach out. We have to have friends. menr could bring the proper perspective to the war
or could even be the proper place to guide national

We have to have allies to share thinking about such a war.

intelligence. We've got a ways to go." Carlucci described an inherent difficulty faced by
defense officials today. "Every member of this panel

-Former National Security Adviser participated in the Cold War, where we had a horrible
Brewt Scowcroft threat, but it was at least a stable threat, and you knew

who to negotiate with and you knew how to deter it.

In today's world, deterrence, by and large, is not a

good option."
and look what happened to him. Now, if they look Brown focused on further limitations faced by
ahead at a somewhat longer perspective, which they're defense officials today. "The Global War on Terrorism,

unlikely to do, they may not feel the same way. it seems to me, is something of a misnomer. We're not
"If North Korea successfully deploys nuclear worried about Basque terrorism in this country. We're

weapons and gets away with it," Brown continued, not worried about the Chechens in this country. What
"Japan is likely to follow. And I'm not sure that North we are worried about is Sa[afist Islam. And it's really a

Korea is then safer. If Iran adds nuclear weapons to its civil war within Islam rather than a global war on ter-
arsenal, they already have Israel to worry about, but rorism. And that limits what we can do militarily.

they could very well have Turkey to worry about. They "We have to be prepared with homeland security.Brent Scowcroft,

national security could very well have Saudi Arabia to worry about. It We have to be prepared to use the military option
adviser for seems to me that you can solve this problem-that occasionally," he acknowledged. "But [coping with

Presidents Richard
Nixon and George is, the incentive to have nuclear weapons-only on a Salafist Islam] also puts a very, very high value on

H. W. Bush, regional basis in each of these cases." diplomacy, on understanding those societies, on edu-
promotes an "I very much agree with what Harold [Brown] is caring ourselves to deal with that kind of society and

expanded in ter-
national strategy saying," McNamara chimed in. He proposed a diplo- to help the moderates, if you want to call them that, in

to stem the marie approach to North Korea. "In certain circum- that society. And that applies to educating our intelli-proliferation of

nuclear weapons. stances, some form of guarantee of security is required. gence people, educating our military people, and even
I don't think there's any way to educating our diplomats-nor all of whom are very
deal with this North Korean issue well qualified for this."

Swithout some form of security Brown's premise met with nods from the other

guarantee. discussants. "As Harold [Brown] says," said Scowcroft,
"We've got to think about "it's partly military, but it's heavily political, it's hcav-

how we would feel if we were ily economic, it's heavily diplomatic. And I think we
North Korea," he stressed. "We've have not really gotten our arms very well around how
got to think how we would feel if to integrate our military and our diplomacy for this
we were Iran. We have to try to kind of world."

put ourselves in the position of the "But I would suggest that absolutely fundamental
nation that doesn't have nuclear to security in that kind of a world," McNamara reiter--

weapons and look at it from their ated, "is economic stability in this country. And we're
point of view. We haven't done not on a course to assure that. There will be a deficit of
nearly enough of that. There's no half a trillion dollars each year over the next decade.
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And that will rise further. Those of us interested in he cautioned against placing too
security should think about this. It's the foundation much responsibility for the job on

of our security. We must maintain a stable economy technology.
in this rather unstable world that we're going to move "Technology can take you

into with globalization." only so far if you don't have the
Because of globalization, Scowcroft warned, it quality of the soldier. We need to

is more important than ever for the United States to maintain the quality in training
help make international institutions more effective, of our military people, above all.

"What globalization really means is that national Technology is important. It's not a
boundaries are eroding. There are forces, whether it's panacea. We saw [what] could be
capital flows, whether it's health, whether it's commu- done in Afghanistan, where you

nications, whether it's entertainment, culture, environ- had B-52s doing close air support
ment-they're beyond now the capacity of a national with people on horseback calling them in. You see the Frank Carlucci,

government to control. limits of technology in Iraq, with the roadside bombs national security
adviser and

"Terrorism, for example. \W/e can't win a war on and how you deal with house-to-house fighting. So we defense secretary
terrorism by Ourselves. We have to reach out. We have need to have a balanced approach to technology." for President

Ronald Reagan,
to have friends. Wee have to have allies to share intelli- He referred to one high-profile army initiative. "I emphasizes the

gence. All of these kinds of problems that globalization am very concerned about the FCS, the Future Combat need to balance
technological and

is bringing require reaching out to friends, allies, inter- System, which is the big gamble the army is taking. It's human resources

national organizations. And we've got a ways to go." practically the whole army budget, betting on a system for military
transformation.

"I don't think we're putting nearly enough atten- of systems, which already had to be reconfigured once.

tion on [international organizations]," echoed McNa- A lot of the technology we're talking about is untried

mara, "the UN in particular. We're not going to deal technology. You've got to be very careful that you don't

with this problem of weapons of mass destruction stretch the technology too far. It may just not work."

effectively, in the long run, without UN support. It's Brown echoed the point. "If you have battlefield

an absolutely fundamental interest of the United States awareness, if you have the information about where

to make these international organizations stronger." everybody is and which way they're going and what

they're capable of, and if you have precision munitions,

Technology and People you can win the conflict. The problem is: That may not

The men also shared theh concerns about Pentagon degrade gracefully if you start to lose the information.

plans for a "transformation" of the military. Military And that is why you need that mixture of some of the

transformation refers, in short, to the use oftechnolog- traditional forces." m

ically advanced information systems to substitute for

the heft of armored forces. In a transformed military,

fewer troops would rely on lighter vehicles and greater

situational awareness. "The real key to our success in the
"-There's a lot oftalk about technology in our mill- military has been the quality and

tary," Carlucci warned, "but the real key to our success

in the military has been the quality and training ofou, training of our people. You can't let
people. You can't let that erode." He endorsed current that erode. Technology can take you
plans to add 30,000 troops to the U.S. Army. "But

we have to equip those troops. It's the procurement only so far if you don't have the qualit
accounts that are falling short right now. You can't of the soldier. Technology is important.
just say we're going to add another 30,000 troops. It's not a panacea."
You have to say: How are we going to train and equip

them? And that has budget implications." -Former National Security AdViser
Carlucci said the Pentagon "is surely right in try- and Secretary of Defense

ing to transform our military from a Cold War model

to one that can deal with emerging threats." However, Frank Carlucci
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Army
Stretched Thin
There's No Easy Way Out for the Nation

BLy Davis ad -J M l.llh deployed to Iraq and Afghanistan. And since the war
began in Iraq two years ago, the length of a standard

Lynn Davis, a political scientist at the RAND Corporation, mobilization for reserve units going there has risen well
was U.S. undersecretary of state for arms control and inter- above the one-year goal that was originally intended.

national security affairs from 1993 to 199Z Defense analyst These events have placed a growing strain on
Michael Polich is a senior behavioral scientist at RAND. the U.S. Army as it seeks to train its soldiers and to

maintain a pool of units ready to respond rapidly to

new contingencies. This situation confronts the narionT he United States faces an enormous challenge with urgent questions about the proper size of the
in having to provide military forces for sus- army's active and reserve forces, about the optimum

t ained overseas operations while protecting number and types of combat units needed ro sustain

the American homeland and standing ready for other high levels of overseas deployments while maintaining

crises that may require rapid response. Driven by the readiness for other missions, and about the effects on

wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the increased opera- soldiers and units stretched thin by the repeated, rapid

rional tempo of the last four years has led to lengthier rotations.

and more-frequent deployments of soldiers and units We have examined various ways in which the army

across the entire U.S. Army, putting stress on both its might respond to the current and future demands
active and reserve components. upon its forces. We have also gauged the likely long-

Today, the bulk of the active-duty army is either term effects of several policy options on army combat

in Iraq, returning from Iraq, or preparing to go to Iraq. brigades. The options utilize brigades from the Active

The formerly part-time soldiers in the National Guard Component (AC) and Reserve Component (RC) oper-

now account for about 40 percent of the brigades ating under either a standard rotational schedule or an

intensified one. (The RC includes both the 1.S. Army

Reserve and the National Guard, although only the

National Guard has combat brigades.)

As il~lustrated in the centerpiece on pp. 16-17,

What emerges from our analysis is a what emerges from our analysis is a picture of the dif-

picture of the difficult trade-offs the ficult trade-offs the army faces today, assuming a world
in which high levels of overseas rotations continue.

army faces today. The difficult trade-offs could augur major changes in
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the future size, structure, cost, and management of We also accounted for the three types of army
the active and reserve forces. The challenge is daunt- combat brigades now being planned by the army for

ing. We see no viable option free of substantial risks, its transformed force: heavy, medium, and infantry.
sacrifices, or both. Heavy brigades have armored vehicles for maximum

protection and firepower. Medium brigades have
Rough, but Ready? wheeled vehicles for mobility and versatility. Infan-

In our analysis, we focused on two outcome measures try brigades typically lack an extensive complement

that characterize the army's ability to fulfill its mis- of ground vehicles. The classification is important
sions over time: (1) "time at home" between deploy- because the different types of units are specialized for
ments for active-duty brigades, and (2) the number of particular combat missions and environments, and

"ready" active-duty brigades, there are limitations on the extent to which the units
Time at home is important because of its broad can substitute for one another.

ramifications for unit training and soldier well-being, In our analysis, we assumed that heavy and

recruitment, and retention. The number of ready units medium brigades could substitute for one another.
is a metric for assessing the nation's defense posture Therefore, we combined them into a category called

and the army's ability to respond rapidly to new "heavy-medium" brigades. On the other hand, we
threats. generally assumed that infantry units could not do

'These two outcome measures depend on several the job of heavy-medium units, though we considered

factors that could vary simultaneously: cases where the types of units were interchangeable in
- Size of the operational requirement: We analyzed meeting the overseas requirements.

a range of requirements, from 8 brigades to 20

brigades required at any given time. As a point of Few Options
reference, the army's requirements have grown Our analysis began by considering what would happen

over the past couple of years from 12 brigades to if the U.S. Army relied solely on its supply of active-
17 brigades in Iraq and Afghanistan alone, duty brigades. We weighted the in-theater require-

"- Army force size and structure: We examined the ment toward heavy-medium brigades, in line with the
effects of different operational requirements on emphasis currently placed on deploying these types of

the baseline force (pre-2004) and the planned (or brigades to Iraq and Afghanistan. For political rea-
"transformed") force, which is expected to be in sons, we subtracted certain brigades from the pool of

place by 2007 in the AC and 2010 in the RC. We available rotating brigades. From the pre-200 4 force,

also examined the effects of relying on a future we subtracted one brigade, assigning it to Korea. From
force that might include an expanded AC or the transformed force, we subtracted two brigades,

might have a different mix of RC units than cut- assigning one to Korea and one to Europe.
rently planned. Figure 1 shows the results, both for the pre-

, Utilization policies.: We compared variations in the 2004 force of 32 rotating active-duty brigades and
frequency of reserve unit mobilizations and in the the post-transformation force of

amount of preparation time given to the units 41 rotating active-duty brigades.
prior to deploying. Under current policy, the goal In both cases, the inventory of The burden is
is for reserve units to be mobilized for a maximum heavy-medium brigades falls under eased only slightly
of one year our of every six. Given the need for considerable stress when sustained

training during this year of mobilization, we deployment requirements exceed by the army's plans
assumed that reserve units would train for six 10 combat brigades. The burden for transformation.
months and deploy for six months. We modified this on heavy-medium brigades is eased
policy hypothetically to allow for more-intensive only slightly by the army's plans for transformation,

utilization of the reserves in all three respects, because those plans call for the addition of mostly
such as mobilizing the reserves one year out of infantry brigades.
every five years, training them for only three At larger requirements (12 through 20 brigades),
months of that year, and extending their deploy- the time at home for heavy-medium brigades drops
ments to nine months. to less than two years. Two years of time at home is
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- A assumed that the army would mobilize the reserves

Susta d Dt Rt Efor one year out of every six, in line with defense

department policy. We then investigated a series of
S- Planned 2007 infantry brigades9- - .-- Pre-2004 infantry brigades modified RC policies, Stuch as more frequent mnobilize-

S7 -- • ll-,,-Panned 2007 heavy-medium brigades tions (one year OUt Of every five, four, or three) andS • • 'I Pre-200ed heaymeimbgas
P6 lannr e2004 heavy-medium brigades redce preparation times (with longer deployments).

L.curr / envoe r abiont 1W\ve found these modifications to be somewhat helpfulP, leve (aou 1a

• - -,..,._• brigades) but still insufficient, even in combination, to bring the
- -. time at home for AC heavy-medium brigades up to the

1 poali Tio ywith two-year threshold.

Go al w er n m To meet its goal of tw.o years at home for all AC
8 brigades 12 brlg~es 16baigades 20 brigades brigades between deployments, therefore, the army
(6 heady- (9 heavy- (11 heavy- (13 heavy-
rnedlu..u, m•diun, medium, medium, would need to take further steps. One possible approach

2 ifantry) 3 infantry) 5 Infantry) 7 Infantr) would be to increase the number of AC and/or RC

S • dpomn ~u~m .ad fbi• heavy-medium units beyond those in the army's trans-

souRGc : 205. formation plan-a costly hut conceivable solution.
t'O••lLmd!• •• "d'o bi•d Another approach would be to use infantry and

heavy-medium brigades interchangeably agd to use

all AC and RC brigades interchangeably. In this case,

though, the nation would have to accept the apprf-

a well-established army goal for refreshing, refitting, ciable risks of assuming that any type of brigade could

retraining, and thus "readying" units between subse- accomplish any type of mission and that each of the
quent deployments, reserve brigades wobild be equal in capability to the

Some improvement could be made by permitting active brigades.

units of any type to substitute for one another, such

as sending infantry units in place of heavy-medium Many Risks
units. This change would equalize the strain across all Lach policy alternative involves significant costs, risks,

army units. As the requirements rise or both. We have posited a series of future condi-

above 14 combat brigades, however, rions that raise progressively tougher questions for
TiMte at home or both the heavy-medium and infan- the nation. Where possible, we have proposed how

E - try units would begin to face less the army might adapt to meet the immediate require-
0active-dut than two years at home. At these ments and to sustain its forces over the longer term.

hean 1-mediuni high levels of demands, the nation BuT in most of the cases that we could envision, the

8 would be left with few brigades future conditions would present the army-and the

d m n primed and ready for other needs, nation with notable risksof one kind or another.
substantially below We then examined the poren- Suppose, initially, that ouerseas rotaton require-

tiai of using the reserve brigades to nents drop back to 10 brigades. All AC units would

extend the time at home for the active have at least two years at home between deployments.

mlatter how hard brigades and thereby to increase the Th]e army, would have a full stock of more than 20
the_ý!'Yi inre r ae number of ready active brigades. We ready combat brigades, of which at least 11 would be

stipulated the use of the entire post- heavy-medium brigades.
pushedt transformation supply of 11 heavy- The question for the nation is whether policymak-

medium reserve brigades to fulfill a ers are comfortable basing future army planning on

sustained deployment requirement of 16 brigades, of this rosy scenario of consistently lower levels of over-

which 11 are specified to be heavy-medium, seas rotational requirements. .his assumption could be

Figure 2 shows the results for time at home for plausible if we view the current requirements in Iraq

the active-duty heavy-medium brigades. Their time and Afghanistan as an aberration or something to be

at home remains substantially below two years no endured for only a short time now or periodically in

matter how hard the reserves are pushed. We initially the furuire.
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Alternatively: What fhigh overseas rotation require-

ments-of 14 to 20 brigades-continue for some time? - B

The army would experience serious problems with 2.0---------------------------------------------------
active-unit readiness. The nation would have few, if Goal

any, ready AC brigades to turn to in a crisis. Trans- > 1.8o

forming the army as planned would alleviate the > " months preparing,

strain a bit. But transformation would be largely in -C 9 months deployed
the ifthe future, would bring its own uncertainties, and 0, < -

could not meet the full demand for rotational forces M....j -6 months preparing,

by itself.-E 1.2 6 months deployed

.Hie nation could decide to live with low levels

of active-unit readiness-if it assumed that the army .0 1 yer 1 year 1 year I year

would only rarely need to respond quickly to contin- out of 6 outof 5 out of 4 ot of 3

gencies with large numbers of forces, either overseas FrequencyoReserveComponent(RC) mbii•zation

or at home. This course presumes that international or 'C Stn,/005.

domestic contingencies would not require the army to N btaAd
auaun~d dep yonen e~quiemnaszi 16 bnpcim including I h.-mEd-ium-ad 5, &nury.

do much beyond supporting its current level of over-

seas rotations.

What if the risks are too high for the army to plan

for louw levels ofcontingency requirements? There are two

possible adaptations. First, the army could turn to the transformation plan. This option would require many

reserves and plan to utilize them at reasonable rates, billions of dollars beyond the current plan and would

such as mobilizing RC brigades for one year out of take years to achieve.

every six years. But RC units would still cover only a To decide among these options will require the

modest portion of the total requirement for overseas nation to confront a number of trade-offs. The trade-

forces. offs pertain to the army's reliance on the AC versus the

Second, the army could assume that any AC or RC; the risks to the nation if the army has few ready

RC unit could perform the mission demanded by any units for new contingencies; the training required of

contingency. This course would carry considerable risk army units for different types of operations; and the

if a theater environment were not benign or if a mis- resources available for the AC, the RC, or both.

sion required armored protection or ground mobility. Our analysis suggests that none of the trade-offs

To date, the army has hedged against these risks by will be easy. No single policy is likely to meet all goals.

deploying predominantly heavy-mediuLm forces to Each option involves sacrificing something important

Iraq. And even if full flexibility were possible among or incurring substantial costs. a

all types of units, AC time at home would still dip

below two years if the total overseas rotational require-

ments were to increase beyond about 17 brigades. Related Reading
What if it is too risky to assume that AC and RC Army Forces for Sustained Operations, RAND/RB-9125-A, 2005,

infantry and heavy-medium brigades can substitute for 4 pp., www.rand.org/publications/RB/RB9125.

one another infuture missions? We see only two realistic Stretched Thin: Army Forces for Sustained Operations, Lynn E.

options. One is for the army to forgo its transforma- Davis, J. Michael Polich, William M. Hix, Michael D. Greenberg,

tion plans to convert some of its RC heavy-medium Stephen D. Brady, Ronald E. Sortor, RAND/MG-362-A, 2005,
122 pp., ISBN 0-8330-3816-8, $20.

units to infantry units. This option would also require

the army to find the financial resources to make all 25

of its existing RC heavy-medium units equal in readi-

ness to AC heavy-medium brigades.

Alternatively, the army could add more AC heavy-

medium brigades. This could be accomplished either

by adding units or by changing the mix of units in the
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Centerpiece

No Single Policy Is Likely to Meet All Army Goal
THE U.S. ARMY HAS BORNE THE BRUNT of sustained military operations army has become stretched thin according to both criteria-and that each
over the past four years. The wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have led to option that could mitigate the problems comes with its own downside.
lengthier and more-frequent deployments of soldiers across the entire The table outlines the risks and likely outcomes of seven policy options for

army, including both its active and reserve components. The deployments the army's active-duty, "heavy-medium" brigades (units organized around
have placed growing stress on the army as it seeks to train its personnel armored or wheeled vehicles). All seven options presume a continuation of
and to maintain a pool of units ready to respond rapidly to new con- the current rate of sustained operations over the long term.
tingencies. Option A places sole responsibility for overseas rotational deploy-

We identified two key measures of the army's ability to fulfill its ments on the Active Component (AC). This policy would allow only a year
missions: (1) total "time at home" between deployments of active-duty at home between yearlong deployments and shrink the number of ready
brigades, and (2) the number of "ready" brigades. The table shows that the AC heavy-medium brigades to just 2 out of a grand total of 25.

Option Policy Risks Resources RC Utilization
U.S. Army Personnel Mix of Additional Heavy-Medium L_ Years at Homr
Active Component (AC) and Brigades (above and U Year Mobilize
Reserve Component (RC) Brigades beyond planned AC) Q Months Pre
for Overseas Operations URC U Months De

* New AC

Use planned (transformed) AC only; AC units at home only for short time; 0 (planned AC only) Not applicableA no use of RC few ready brigades

Use planned (transformed) RC AC units at home only for short time; 1 23 145

per current utilization policy few ready brigades

Use planned RC more intensively Assumes more-frequent RC use and

than in current utilization policy improved preparation time; resultsstill fall short of goal

SKeep current RC heavy-medium Financial costs of keeping 25 heavy 1 2 13 4 15
brigades and use per current policy RC brigades and transforming them

25

E Keep current RC heavy-medium Requires major investments plus frequent 1112314

brigades and use more intensively RC use plus shortened preparation
25

Permit flexibility in all unit types; Works well only if AC and RIC are1 2 3 4 5

F use planned RC per current policy interchangeable and if armoredprotection is not important ...
34

GAdd new AC heavy-medium brigades Meets operational goals but entails 1 1 2[-2 3 1 4 1 5

or shift units from infantry substantial financial costs to nation
11 7

Assumptions: Sustained requirement of 16 overseas brigades, 11 of which must be heavy-medium brigades, from a total of 41 rotating AC transformed brigades
RAND cost estimates are approximate and should be viewed as minimums. Cost estimates are expressed in 2005 U.S. dollars.

SOURCE: Stretched Thin: Army Forces for Sustained Operations, Lynn E. Davis, J. Michael Polich, William M. Hix, Michael D. Greenberg, Stephen D. Brady, Ronald E.
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iven Current Rate of Sustained Operations
rhe next four options rely on the Reserve Component (RC) in increas- in which the army might have the wrong type of units in theater if tensions

ingly intensive, costly, and risky ways. Of these four, only Option E, which rose or the situation deteriorated.
is the most drastic option, appears to meet the goals. Option E would alter Option G calls for either adding seven new AC heavy-medium brigades
the army's plans for transformation by doubling the supply of RC heavy- or shifting the planned mix of AC units away from infantry brigades toward
medium brigades available for deployment abroad, deploy them more costlier heavy-medium brigades. This option would ease the army's burdens
frequently than currently planned, and cost billions more. and risks considerably, but only at great expense to the nation.

Option F might appear to meet the goals at relatively little expense, What emerges in stark relief is the dilemma faced by the army today-
butthis option could pose appreciable risks on the battlefield. By permitting and the complexity of making decisions that could help lengthen the time
maximum flexibility in using AC and RC units interchangeably and infantry at home between deployments for AC brigades and increase the number
and heavy-medium units interchangeably, Option F could create a situation of ready brigades available to respond quickly to new threats. a

Outcomes

Time at Home for AC AC Heavy-Medium Estimated Minimum Startup Costs Estimated Minimum Annual Costs
Heavy-Medium Brigades Brigades Ready for (U.S. dollars) (U.S. dollars)
Between Deployments Deployment
(in years)

0 0
,0
S0)

0 $300 million
6

0 $500 million
9

$3.8 billion $1 billion
6

; 7= $3.8 billion $1.5 billion

9i

0 $800 million

6i

$1.7-2.8 billion

6I

$5-10 billion

-medium) and variable RC brigades.

AND/MG-362-A, 2005, 122 pp., ISBN 0-8330-3816-8, $20.
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Peace
Entrenched

Planning for a Palestinian State Should Not Await a Final Settlement

fIsraelis and Palestinians agree to a peace settlement, economically prosperous anid environmentally sustainable state.
then the difficult task of building a successful Pal- Building the transportation infrastructure would invite the par-

estinian state would be achievable and affordable, allel construction of infrastructures for water, energy, telecom-

according to a series of RAND studies. However, a munications, and open space for a linear chain of Palestinian

Palestinian state would require considerable and sus- cities and their offshoots. T.he researchers refer to the envisioned

tained support from the international community-particularly collection of infrastructures simply as "the Arc." From the air,

the United States, the European Union, the United Nations, the the Arc and its offshoots would resemble an olive branch.

World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund. Beyond its financial needs, a new Palestinian state will be

Researchers analyzed key challenges that would confront more likely to succeed (1) the greater its territorial contiguity;

a Palestinian state on the morning after peace, developed pol- (2) the more open its borders, allowing free movement of people

icy alternatives to meet the challenges, and then estimated the and goods between Palestine and its neighbors; (3) the greater

investments needed. The challenges included internal security, the security within Palestine and for its neighbors, including

water, health, education, and infrastructure. protection against political violence; and (4) the better its gov-

To help a Palestinian state meet the challenges in these and ernance, including a commitment to democracy and the rule

other key areas, the new state was estimated to require at least of law. If these conditions are met and wise policy choices arc

$33 billion in gross publicand private capital investment over the made, then the international investments outlined below could

first ten years of statehood, according to a growth model used by bear great fruit, according to recent spending precedents.

the researchers. In estimating costs, the researchers considered The $33-billion estimate was found to be comparable, on an

the demographic, economic, and political factors at play. annual per-capita basis, to the investments made by the interna-

The $33-billion estimate includes the cost ofa rail and road tional community in two of the most successful nation-building

infrastructure that would constitute the physical backbone of an endeavors of the recent past: Bosnia and Kosovo (see Figure 1).

Moreover, the RAND proposals outline a set of sorely needed

priorities to help focus international and domestic activities.

F Although the premise of the RAND studies was a peace

settlement between Palestine and Israel coupled with Palestinian
o statehood, many of the recommendations could-and should-

v bbe implemented now. Doing so would not only improve the
daily lives of Palestinians, it would also empower the current
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Fgr * -Prp.... Aid to P Wol Be F - f I Secu it Wou•d Pay ....
Comarale on aAnulPrCptBsi, to Ai Buidigs Eqimet Triig Co mniainsn

800 $714 8 E Rebuilt police stations, firehouses, courts, prisons,

hJ • detention facilities, other justice facilities, and Ministry

S _of interior buildings: $834 million
$ 3 Equipment and training for police force, national

$3 "esecurity force, civil defense force, preventive security

$300 = force, coast guard, intelligence, judges, and prosecutors,
S10plus forensic and other technical aid: $5 123 billion

.'T 2 0 0N at2o n a l . . . . .rity . . . . . .nic a t io n n e. .t w o rk : $ 1 6 1 m illio n

8 Operating expenses for police, security forces, and
Ministry of Justce (including prisons): $1.579 billion

osnia Kosovo Palestne Palestine Internal security
(1996-1997) (20002001) (2 ) (200-204) (205-2014): $7.7 billion

(propsed) SOIRCF R~m aSM-WIhise 1 S4r- ýt, 2005a~.
SOURCES Wedd F-k, W'm, 3dk.dG U~ýý, Wtiiii )C-ArlJne20; OE:Th f$.7bln sep-uc rs tosh o rw usM ,,, h inctmal

13-ýgd5.rceýýl Hp~w a tcuriy sccor bUt dots nodiminaguish bcorwena domcsii Fiacing ýnid icnwron.ýaiid.
FoRmg 2005 Cpo a$ --- id rmas popu]-a go-, ini P1dis-iAn -io.r• iry

moderate Palestinian leadership and thereby improve the pros- . 3-T O Natural .o

pects for a negotiated settlement.

Internal Security: Prerequisite for Success
The success of a Palestinian state is inconceivable in the absence ....... Groundwater divide

of peace and security for Palestinians and Israelis alike. These - Israel National Water Carrier B..

conditions must be established from the moment of indepen- --- Armistice Demarcation Line, 1949 , 'w.•Rhdi' ,,

L East Ghor CanalLi
dence. Unlike infrastructure or industry, security is not some- EBANON 1 ' Quireltrthing tha can be uilt graually. • Palestin.... Territory Occupied by .... • . l
thing that can be built gradually. Israel (June 1967) "O SYRIA

Successful arrangements for internal security range from Syra/Israel Cease-Fire Line, 1967

protecting borders that surround a state to maintaining law andHa Tbenas

order within it. Even under the most favorable conditions, suc-

cess will probably require extensive international assistance for Dam

several security agencies. The money would pay for everything

from rebuilding courthouses and police stations to training per-

sonnel to supplying them with computers and other equipment

(see Figure 2).

Water: Lacking in Supply and Efficiency A...o

Rapid population growth will stretch the ability of a Palestinian JDAN

state to provide water for homes, commerce, industry, and agri-

culture. Already, the supply of clean water is inadequate, and its

current use is unsustainable. Current water and waste manage-

rnent practices are degrading streams, rivers, and aquifers. L

Most water in the Palestinian territories, which consist of

the West Bank and Gaza, comes from springs and wells fed by 0
,Beersheba

aquifers that are shared with Israel (see Figure 3). The amount EGYPT

of water that Palestinians and Israelis are extracting today from

most of the region's aquifers exceeds the replenishment rate (see

Figure 4). H . e o

A smart water strategy for a Palestinian state would be to

simultaneously increase the water supply and use it more effi-
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0 Israeii use Rainwater harvesting

0 Palestinian use Agricuitural efficiency

a Sustainable yield 3 Domestic efficiency and graywater

, 200 * Administration

a)- 200 3 Infrastructure

• J Cesl D esalination
m Wastewater treatment and reuse

0
D v` Nvsw wells and storm water

Eastern Northeastern Western Gaza LD I n ne
UTo Israel for dlesalination and

aquifer aquifer aquifer aquifer 0admi nistration (no change)

SOURCES: (H2M Hil. Lt Dt WeaW Bank f 1tird Wr-r R-u-rea M Igeme Base case Increased efficiency
PIlan, CH2M HILL, 2002; Pen r iureu oPiri (PCBIS), B--d ller (2005-2014): (2005-2014)
Sitwuek Rarmallaha PCBS, 2003; and the Oslo % $4.9 bilAion $3.8 billion
NOTFS: rheat arc dmlagicesires aad nce-tnca y abouo how muchl water is bictt putop$ b
from the aqt•cfrs The lsdi Water Commislou n 6 0iar thc Pa[ n draw up t, SOURCSt E i Sw, S , 20_,ta.

320 mllion cuhiin met- pr ye-r (needaity tice as much as Ihe akos'e tsor show. NOTES: flie emirnates rcpreeas Lhc wtaot(l cd runfining the wýatr ýeeroi and Asmsa that
rhe tenre tauoa Ico... una- ry would pay all expcsse. Beth -ae in,:dat 3 $1.1 billion in
cornpe-adon ton 1td I for edung its w hithid--s fronn aqu-,uifra Othr coSts ataume a I

",Wat i "aB ald 4-2 percent in Giaa,

ciently. Palestinians can increase their water supply by increasing

groundwater use (accommodated by Israel's reduction in use);

increasing rainwater capture; and, when no other options exist, Future investments from international donors should be

expanding costly desalination capabilities. Meanwhile, Palestin- directed toward two areas of priority: (1) integrating the health

ians can manage their water demand by investing in drip irriga- system more closely, with input from all relevant governmental

tion systems for crops; switching from water-intensive crops to and nongovernmental stakeholders, and (2) improving health

less-water-intensive crops; installing water-efficiency devices in care programs, particularly in public health and primary care.

homes; recycling household wastewater from sinks and showers These programs include immunization, micronutrient fortifica-

("graywater") to flush toilets, to water yards, and to wash cars; tion and supplementation, prevention and treatment of chronic

and improving the water and wastewater infrastructure, and noninfectious diseases, and treatment of developmental and

Increased efficiency could reduce the ten-year costs for water psychosocial conditions.

and sanitation by more than $1.1 billion. Figure 5 shows that The Palestinian health system could constructively absorb

small investments in water efficiency could lead to large savings, between $125 million and $160 million per year in new, addi-

tional international support over the first decade of an indepen-

Health: Strong Pulse, but Needs Tending dent state. This support, combined with increased Palestinian

The health system of a future Palestinian state begins with man)' spending for health care, would raise the level of spending on

strengths, including a relatively healthy population (see Figure health care per person to an internationally respectable level (see

6), a high societal value placed on health, many highly qualified Figures 7 and 8).

health professionals, national plans for health system develop-

ment, and a strong base of governmental and nongovernmental Education: More Students, More
institutions. Nonetheless, important areas of concern include Investments
poor systemwide coordination of programs and considerable Despite having a strong foundation, the Palesrinian education

deficits in operating budgets. system faces notable challenges. These include rising levels of

malnutrition, homelessness, and poor health among children;

inadequate facilities and supplies; unsafe schools and routes to

schools; lack of special-education options for students with spe-

' ' •cial needs; and the absence of life-long learning opportunities.

reduce the t cost. fo The system is severely underfunded. Meanwhile, student enroll-

ment is expected to increase substantially over the next decade
w e a(see Figure 9).

ta $ 1 bilio . But with proper investment from the international commu-

nity, a Palestinian state could become a powerful player in the
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region's knowledge economy. A stronger education system will

- . .. - . .be an indispensable down payment on future economic success.
2.eInvestments should be directed toward expanding enrollments

fro the 20201 million in early childhood programs and secondary schools, making

on of0 dolas Syri Secondary) 3

enar special education available, stressing development of cc skills

15-s-. and social responsibility, modernizing vocational education to
,E i produce workers with needed skills, and expanding science andengineering programs at universities.

S .5 The Palestinian education system will need between $1 bil-

z lion and $1.5 billion per year in financing over the first decade

00 20 2 20 012 2013 2014 of statehood to support national ambitions for development (see

SOlURC Pal -ciianAultnyae.d~ et&mw Plnt,200,3-2004, Figure 10). This investment level, about four tiJms the current

•1mall600 sePlanningalth sppndin ing level, is based on international benchmarks for spend-

c"n~ S122 Lo00 -ideIa.cutre 19720) 7

S8 Sll2. ing per pupil in sLuccessful education systems.
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F - E f a P Sttenew project parallel to the ridgeline. Construction of a trans-
d a Fr T s t portation line, including a railroad and roll road, along the

1 l.6 ridgeline would encourage concurrent construction of parallel

1 0 Secondary lines for electricity, natural gas, telecommunications, and water.
M a Primary

S1Primary plus secondary A national linear park could weave back and forth across the line

(D _ as influenced by the landscape (see Figure 14).

The full ensemble, "the Arc," could have great symbolic
_- power for the new nation. Constuction of just the railroad,

0 _ toll road, and privately funded housing around the transit lines

0Ici = 0.4 would also employ between 100,000 and 160,000 Palestinians

0.2 per year over a five-yeat span.

. ..200. . . . 'The researchers assumed that Gaza would be the site ofan
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 international airport as well as an international seaport conncct-

SOURC: Duilfn Edu4ation total (2005-2014): S12.5 billon h rcsri a d ra
,f a:• SnStte,: 2ing Palestine to the rest of the world. The Arc's rail and road

-,OTIE : P ct fngrh n rbtv links would provide rapid access for people and freight to and
do~ no idistnuihbewee dumnatic rienanin and uinrunaional aid, L~traeswsm

e from the ports for all parts of Palestine. Thc rail line would link
ejkr in rrite childmen 4 5choe, l eo, ,hc %epeng nnquirtunerir will sncrt~corntspondng!

Infrastructure: An Airc of Roads, Rails, d o ear D w

and Other Trails
Palestine's infiastructure, inadequate even for current needs, will Greece

soon be called upon to support perhaps twice as many people. Palesti Anesid

"The population of the West Bank and Gaza, now at 3.6 million .oda a

people, could grow to about 6.6 million by 2020 (see Figure 11). PaI~t,1e Singapore tI•I•0j Lebanon

of the world's densest nations. In 2020, its density is expected to Broei BahrainPopulation density in Palestine already places it near the topKewait UA E.

exceed even that of Bangladesh (see Figure 12). Therefore, the -, 8 h 10.6
,4 .7 2.3 2.5 3, , 4 5.5 6.2 8.2 I.

model for growth should be a compact and sustainable urban Millonsof eople 6.6

form and not an unbounded sprawl. § =250,000people

The key to a successful Palestinian state could lie within its

own topography. The West Bank is divided down the middle by & /Bu,2005

a curving north-south line, or "arc," of mountain ridges. Because

rainfall is much higher on the western side, people and agriculture

have concentrated there for millennia. The ridgeline is the natural F 1 P S C * I

unifying component ofa Palestinian stare (see Figure 13). Ppa D G Alrea s

Economic development requires the creation of rapid north- .. 300.

south transportation links for goods and people, both in the

West Bank and between the West Bank and Gaza. Combining

the need for a north-south link plus the opportunity afforded 2,400

by the north-south topography creates the prospect for a major a(Yer2 2,200

CIL

1,200
Th mo e fo gr wt sh ul be 0 770 870

a co p c n utia l ra 75 83 150
E ." I I I I1 .
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almost all of the primary cities of Gaza and the West Bank in Construction of the main section, or "trunk," of the Arc rail-

juist ovcr 90 Minutes (see Figure 15). way would cost about $3.3 billion, including railcars. Total costs

of the rail and road infrastructure, along with stations and branch

Growth Corridors: Accommodating roads, was estimated to be about $6 billion (see Figure t7).

Millions More The Arc offers the promnise of a system of national open space

Each new tail station should be set at a considerable distance, that could merge two existing environmental systems: the extenisive

anywhere from 2 to 15 miles, from historic urban cores. Remote

stations would encourage compact, regulated forms of expan-

sion designed to meet the needs of long-term growth, stretching

from historic urban cores along new boulevards equipped with 4 -'1

public transit, either bus or light rail lines (see Figure 16). would encourage transit....
New neighborhoods along the boulevards could accommodate

as many as 3 million people in the next 15 years. The linear neigh- an dic urg de e de c
borhoods Would encourage transit use and discourage dependence ontea to o ie
on the automobile.
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0 U 'Trunk" line railroad (including
'a rolling stock): $3.275 billion

U Trunk line rail stations: $280 million

-- 0 'Branch" line transit boulevards

'Qjeninand stations: $302 million~jein' 2
§TubasU Toll road parallel to trunk line:

~$2.06S billion

ýNablus
0.

8Salfit Rail and road infrastructure
(2005-2014): $5.9 billion

Ramral h/ SOUPRCE: PAA,,00g
Jericho

OJerusal

~Bethle
~Heronlandscape of agricultu rat fields, terraces, groves, and the Efirm1s and

P-a'

,.DIrl Balah '/ 'villages associated with them; and the collc~tionf of protected forests
Khan Yuflis and nature reserves already designated throughout the \Vest Bank.
........... Jr ought to be possible to take a bricfwal k or hike ride alono the Iin-

b

ear park within any single metropolitan area or, more ambitiously,
SQOURC&' RIf,,. 2005. to undertake a hike or ride along the full extent of the Arc.

The RAND Corporation acknowledges irs partner, Santa

Monica-based Suisman Urban [Design, for leadership in the devel-

Fiur *6Bcs Eac Ne*tto ol - *eom opmenr of the Arc concept and design. 'Thie combined tactics of

Distncefro a ity entr, he rc WuldProoteNew urban density, public transit, and protected open space should be
Busnese an CraeNw utial iigSae capable of supporting a Sustainable, livable environmoent for genera-

tions (see Figure 18). m
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Doctors' Orders
Better Electronic Prescribing Systems Could Improve Care

By-Douglas S. Bell . , and .JasonWang A number of electronic prescribing systems are

in operation around the world roday. However, no

Douglas Bell is an associate natural scientist at RAND and attempt has been made to standardize how they work

an assistant professor in the department of medicine, or to ensure that they fulfil their promise of minimiz-

David Geffen School of Medicine, University of California, ing the risk for medication errors, maximizing patient

Los Angeles (UCLA). Jason Wang is a doctoral fellow at the safety, and helping consumers manage their drug costs.

Pardee RAND Graduate School and a National Research The Medicare Modernization Act of 2003, which

Service Award fellow and pediatrician at UCLA. enacted a prescription drug benefit for Medicare recip-
ients, also mandated that safety standards and other

guidelines be developed for electronic prescribing sys-

n December 2003, a physician inadvertently tems. Accordingly, we at the RAND Corporation con-
prescribed daily dosages of a powerful cancer vened an expert panel that created a set of 60 proposed

drug for a 79-year-old woman with arthritis. guidelines-or recommendations for guidelines. We

The drug, methotrexate, can indeed be used to then used the recommendations to rest how wcll some

relieve arthritis-but for arthritis, the medication of the electronic prescribing systems are working today

should be taken once or twice a week, not daily, in typical doctors' offices.

The error was discovered only after the woman had Our key findings are as follows:

taken the drug for nine consecutive days. That was - Electronic prescribingsystemscould greatly reduce

too late. She subsequently died. medication errors, thereby maximizing patient

Such errors are all too common. Medical patients safety and health.

today are at serious risk of injury from medication errors. • Computerized menus that aid in selecting appro-

Typical errors include dispensing the correct medication priate medication doses and other medication
in the wrong dosage or frequency, as described above, or characteristics are important tools for maximizing

dispensing an incorrect medication whose name sounds patient safety and health.

similar to the correct one. Currently, electronic prescribing systems vary

Fortunately, the use of a new technology, called widely in their features and capabilities and might

electronic prescribing, has the potential to reduce medi- not produce the best results for patient safety and

cation errors substantially and to improve the efficiency health. Nonetheless, hospitals and physicians'

of health care. With electronic prescribing, doctors use offices should be able to implement about two-

computers containing extensive drug information to thirds of our recommendations for better systems

help them select and prescribe proper medications for within the next three years.

particular conditions. Electronic prescribing systems

are part of a new trend in health care toward the adop- Many Preventable Errors
tion of electronic medical record systems, or comput- T11he medical term for an injury that results from medi-

erized versions of paper health records. cation is an "adverse drug event" (ADE). ADEs caused
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by errors are called "preventable ADEs." Estimates of with the way they routinely practiced medicine. Only
the likelihood of suffering a preventable ADE vary a series of meetings among senior hospital managers
from a low of 1 in 200 hospitalized patients to a high and doctors to address the barriers created by the new

of I in 33 patients seen at doctors' offices. The per- system enabled it to be accepted.
centage of preventable ADEs considered serious, life Ten years later, in 2003, physician complaints
threatening, or even fatal also varies-from about 10 about compromised patient safety led the largest private
percent in one study to 100 percent in another. Such hospital in the West to shut down its physician order
high risks underscore the need for a system that can entry system. Doctors had complained about prema-
prevent medication errors. ture or delayed dispensing of prescription medications

Errors can occur at various steps in the process (although none of the incidents had led to patient
of obtaining a prescription medication. Prescribing harm). Doctors had also complained about inconve-
begins with the health care provider making a diag- niences, such as the difficulty in learning to use the
nosis and determining what medication or treatment system and the length of time it took to enter an order.

to prescribe. The process continues with the provider For years, the only electronic prescribing systems
issuing a written prescription and either the patient that were evaluated were noncommercial or "home-

delivering the prescription to a pharmacy or the grown" systems-those built by medical researchers
provider's staff transmitting the prescription (by phone and operated only in their teaching hospitals (the
or fax) to a pharmacy. The provider, office staff, or hospitals associated with medical schools). With a

pharmacist may then provide the patient with oral or few notable exceptions, these systems were found to

written information about how and when to take the increase efficiency, greatly reduce medication errors,

medication and about possible side effects. For some and lower costs.
prescriptions, the provider may subsequently order lab Until recently, though, none of the commercial

tests to monitor the patient for improvement or adverse systems being used in doctors' offices had been thor-
events. Finally, the provider will follow up to check on oughly evaluated. Despite the existence of at least 50
the patient's response. commercially available systems, we at RAND were the

Errors could occur at each step along the way, but first to try to assess how well they are working in the
electronic prescribing systems may be able to prevent average doctor's office.

many of the errors. For example, the life of the woman The widespread lack of evaluation of the commer-
who died because her physician had written errone- cial systems prompted us to convene our expert panel.
ous dosage frequency information on her arthritis Drawn from the fields of medicine and medical infor-
prescription might have been spared had an electronic mation systems, the expert panel recommended its

prescribing system provided a menu of appropriate 60 guidelines for electronic prescribing systems. Each
dosage choices for her condition, recommendation corresponds to one or more steps of

It is also possible, however, that flawed electronic the prescribing process. Of the 60 recommendations,
prescribing systems could unintentionally introduce 52 can help to enhance patient safety and health. The

new kinds of errors into the process. For example, table shows 14 of the recommendations, arranged
if pharmacists or pharmacy technicians assume that according to key steps of the prescribing process.

computer-generated prescriptions are free of errors, Using the 60 recommendations as criteria, we
they could be more likely to fill the prescriptions evaluated ten commercial electronic prescribing sys-
blindly, without checking them. tems in common use in doctors' offices. We chose sys-

tems that were being used in outpatient settings rather

An Evolving Technology than in hospitals because far more patients visit their
Electronic prescribing systems are one form of a tech- doctors than are ever admitted to the hospital. Five
nology called "computerized physician order entry." of the systems were part of larger electronic medical

This technology has not been greeted with universal record systems, and five were stand-alone systems.
praise.

In 1993, doctors at a major university hospital Market Needs Guidance
on the East Coast staged a work action to protest a We found that the ten commercial systems were
physician order entry system that they felt interfered implementing, on average, about half of our recom-
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Sample ,n aorep.d t S i t resriin Process

Steps in the Process Sample Recommendations

Patient identification (1)* A minimal set of patient identifying information (name, gender, and date of birth or
age) should be visible on the screen throughout the process of creating the prescription.

Access to information about the patient's (2) The system should be able to import information about the patient from an electronic
medical history medical record.

Current medicatiors/history (7) Prescribers with responsibility for caring for the patient should be able to review the
patient's complete current medication list, including those from other physicians.

Medication selection (13) The system should allow for viewing a list of medications appropriate to the diagno-
sis when a diagnosis or tentative diagnosis is entered.

Helping patients manage costs (21) The system should enable providers to determine ... the actual cost to the patient
for each medication option, based on the patient's prescription insurance coverage.

Alerts and other safety messages (27) The system should alert the prescriber when a medication is selected that is contra-
indicated or has a significant precaution, based on the patient's allergies, current medi-
cation, medical conditions, ardior laboratory test results.

Patient safety and health (31) The system should prioritize safety alerts, based on clinical importance (for example,
the frequency, severity, and certainty of the possible adverse consequences).

Patient education (39) The system should provide information for patients on how to take the prescribed
medications and why they should be taken.

Data transmission and storage (41) The prescriber should be able to transmit prescriptions to the patient's pharmacy of
choice (mail-order or retail).

Reducing underUse of medication (48) The system should notify the prescriber when a prescription or refill is not dispensed
and delivered to the patient within a time interval specified by the prescriber.

Monitoring and renewal (49) The system should remind the clinician to place orders for follow-up laboratory tests
recommended by the manufacturer for monitoring.

Other Desirable System Characteristics Sample Recommendations

Transparency and accountability (53) The system should display notification of corporate sponsorships and other critical
business relationships that could represent conflicts of interest, and vendors should com-
pletely and clearly disclose details of these relationships in publicly available documents.

Prescrier-level feedback (55) Prescribers should be able to review profiles of their prescribing patterns (useful for
helping doctors determine whether they are over- or underprescribing some medications
for some groups of patients).

Security and confidentiality (57) Systems should support compliance with the most current Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) standards for privacy and security.

SOURCE: Supplement to "Recommendations for Comparing Electronic Prescribing Systems," 2004.
* Recommendation number- The order of the recommendations is based roughly on the steps to which they correspond in the prescribing process.

mendations. Because full access to a patient's medical (Recommendation 27)-was implemented fully by

record was required to satisfy a number of the recom- only one of the systems (see the figure).

mendarions, those electronic prescribing systems that The recommendation to help patients manage
were part of a larger electronic medical record system their costs (Recommendation 21) was implemented

tended to implement more of the recommendations less often than those designed to increase patient

(an average of 60 percent) than did the stand-alone safety. And a recommendation to reduce the Under-

systems (an average of 35 percent). use of medications-notifying the prescriber when a

Some of the simpler recommendations were imple- prescription or refill is not dispensed and delivered to

mented by most or all of the systems. One example is the patient within a time interval specified by the pre-

Recommendation 41: allowing the prescriber to trans- scriber (Recommendation 4 8)-was not implemented

mit prescriptions to a patient's pharmacy of choice. at all. This is unfortunate, because reducing underuse

But a more sophisticated recommendation-alerting of medication could have as beneficial an effect on

the prescriber when a medication is selected that health as reducing inappropriate medication.

is contraindicated or that calls for significant pre- Overall, we found that the commercially available

caution based on a patient's allergies, current medica- electronic prescribing systems currently fail to offer

tion, medical conditions, and/or laboratory test results many capabilities that could provide significant ben-
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efits with respect to improving the health of patients

and reducing their costs. Thus, the commercial market

for these products might not be selecting the func- 10

tional features that would be most important fot help- 9
ing patients. 8

Working Out the Kinks E 6

The panel found that some of the recommendations c E 4
with the greatest expected benefits are probably not 0-E 3
achievable within the average physician's office for = 5.)
at least three years. "[hese recommendations include : 21 -

those for helping patients manage their costs and for 0 1 2 7 13 21 27 31 39 41 A 49 53 55 57

reducing the underuse of highly effective medications. Reommeda nuwbr (s pes from at~l t 60)

The latter is a major quality problem for elderly Medi- $OURCE Flor. ..... i, Pra:,ibing 200•.

care beneficiaries.
'The main barrier to meeting these recommenda-

tions is the lack of integration among information Some studies suggest that doctors have been slow
systems used by physicians, pharmacies, laboratories, to embrace the idea of electronic prescribing or the
hospitals, payers, and others responsible for patient addition of computerization to medical practices in
care in a given community. As of yet, these entities general. Researchers need to learn more about doctors'
have little incentive to share data. Policy initiatives concerns and about how best to address them in order
are needed to encourage community-wide integration to smooth the integration of these new technologies
of health information systemns. The U.S. Department into daily clinical practices.
of Health and Human Services is beginning to fund Under the Medicare Modernization Act, limited
efforts toward such integration, but these efforts will federal grants to encourage the adoption of electronic
likely need to be sustained and expanded. prescribing systems are not scheduled to begin until

The panel also expressed concern that the increas- 2007, but commercial efforts are already under way.
ing commercial sponsorship of electronic prescribing As medical practices increasingly adopt the systems,
systems could lead to inappropriate influences-by their performance should be monitored to determine
pharmaceutical companies, insurance companies, or whether the recommendations derived from expert
health maintenance organizations-on the medica- opinion help to promote safety and cost management
Lion options offered by the electronic prescribing among patients. In this way, our initial recommenda-

systems. For this reason, federal design standards for Lions could yield to new federal guidelines based on
the systems should aim to curb potential conflicts of clinical evidence. U
interest, to ensure that patient safety is the paramount
priority, and to provide doctors who might purchase Related Reading
the systems with instructions to help them choose

"A Conceptual Framework for Evaluating Outpatient Electronic
among rhe myriad of designs. Prescribing Systems Based on Their Functional Capabilities,"

Design Hlaws in electronic prescribing systems Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association, Vol.
11, No. 1, January/February 2004, pp. 60-70, Douglas S. Bell,

can introduce new safety hazards, but little is known Shan Cretin, Richard S. Marken, Adam B. Landman.
about which specific design features create the hazards.

"Functional Characteristics of Commercial Ambulatory Elec-
The growing awareness of the potential hazards has tronic Prescribing Systems: A Field Study," Journal of the Ameri-

given rise to two conflicting impulses: the desire to can Medical Informatics Association, Vol. 12, No. 3, May/June
2005, pp. 346-356, C. Jason Wang, Richard S, Marken, Robin C.

design systems for greater control, by prescribers (to Meili, Julie B. Straus, Adam B. Landman, Douglas S. Bell.
circumvent potential system errors) versus the desire to

"Recommendations for Comparing Electronic Prescribing Sys-
move control away from prescribers (to prevent human tems: Results of an Expert Consensus Process," Health Affairs-

errors). Further research is needed to balance the Web Exclusive, May 25, 2004, pp. W4305-W4317; Douglas S.
safety risks from system inadequacy on the one hand Bell, Richard S. Marken, Robin C. Meili, C. Jason Wang, Mayde

Rosen, Robert H. Brook, and the RAND Electronic Prescribing

and from human fallibility on the other. Expert Advisory Panel.
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Commentary

U nm anned but manpower by accomplishing many of the "dull"
tasks of military) missions-tasks such as hauling

N ot .. .U ntetked supplies-that now employ soldiers simply because
they may be the only readily available resource. And

Robots on the Future emerging technologies, such as enhanced voice rccog-

Battlefield nition software and adaptive route planning methods,
can expand the range of the "dull" missions into areas

By John Matsumura and Randall Steeb where it is just more practical to use robots, such as in

John Matsumura is a senior engineer at RAND. Randall Steeb providing battlefield surveillance.

is a senior computer scientist at RAND. Robots also offer the promise of helping to kccp
soldiers more out of harm's way. But such "dangerous"

missions-where weapons are fired during the "fog of

W ien a Predator drone fired a Hellfire missile war" and when friendly forces and noncombatants arc
at a car and killed six suspected members of in the mix-require an autonomy that robots do nor

al Qaeda in Yemen in 2002, the direct hit dramari- yet possess. Despite progress in artificial intelligence
cally highlighted the potential for using robots during technology, we still have a very long way to go before
war. But it also raised the specter of robots replacing robots can replicate the human thought process in
human beings and, for some, conjured up images of such complex situations. The best strategy for the

future armies of Star Wars "droids" running amok on foreseeable Future is to integrate soldiers and robots
the battlefield. so that the whole is greater than the sum of the parts.

At this point, robots fighting without humans Although the Predator was uninhabited, it was very
in the loop is science fiction; but using robots on the much "manned" in the sense that a soldier controlled
battlefield is a reality, one that received a huge jump its every move, seeing what ir saw and, ultimately, pull-
start from a mandate in the fiscal year 2001 Senate ing the trigger.
defense authorization bill that "by 2015, one third of Concepts for how robots can be used in dirty,

the operational ground combat vehicles of the armed dull, and dangerous situations are rapidly develop-
forces will be unmanned." Growing numbers of robots ing, but it is unclear how practical and feasible such
will clearly move across and above future battlefields, concepts are. Critical pieces of concept exploration,
but the robots will augment-not replace-soldiers, technology development, and force analysis do exist.

performing missions that can best be described as "the But given the mandate to have a substantial number of
dirty, the dull, and the dangerous." unmanned systems in the force by 2015, the research,

Future battlefields, potentially contaminated by analytic, and development communities are sure to be
harmful or deadly toxins, could become much less tested in the coming years.

suitable for humans. Taking advantage of the inher- What makes sense now is to organize the core
ent robustness of robots in such "dirty" environments challenges-technical, tactical, and strategic-into
could not only compensate for shortfalls but also pro- an integrated framework that can be quantitatively

vide new capabilities. For example, explored and assessed. Although many of the ana-

robots could be used to mark con- lyric models and simulations needed for this task are

taminated areas or to neutralize already in place, many more will have to be developed.

augment- dirty areas (by means of biological The key variable for success over the next few years will

not replace- cleanup). be how well the research, analytic, and development
Robotic technology that communities can work together to shape what will

soldiers, largely already exists can free up surely be a revolution in military affairs. m
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Building a Successful Palestinian State Stretched Thin
The RAND Palestinian State Study Team Army Forces for Sustained Operations

Stepping away From the passions and polarization that have char- Lynn E. Davis, J. Michael Polich, William M. Hix, Michael D. Greenberg,

acterized the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, this volume examines the Stephen D. Brady, Ronald E. Sortor

requirements for creating and maintaining successful statehood The United States faces difficult trade-offs in responding to the
during the first decade of Palestinian independence. 'lhe authors demands now being made on army forces for operations in Iraq
analyze options for strengthening governance, economic develop- and Afghanistan. T1is monograph describes the effects of large-
ment, and public safety, as well as increasing access to education, scale overseas deployments on the army's ability to provide forces
health care, and safe and adequate supplies of water. -They estimate for other contingencies, to ensure that soldiers are trained for war-
the investment required to help ensure security, build infrastruc- fighting and stability operations, and to preserve the quality of life
ture, and facilitate the success of the new state. •he concrete pro- for soldiers and their families. The authors find that army plans
posals outlined in the book will both encourage peace and help it for transformation and for employing reserves at reasonable rates
endure. Implementation of many of the book's recommendations still fall short. Steps to improve the situation all involve high risks
need not wait for the establishment of a new state, or costs. Unless requirements recede, the nation faces an army

stretched thin, with no quick fix or easy solution.452 pp. • 2005 * ISBN 0-8330-3532-0 * $35 * paper
122 pp. - 2005 * ISBN 0-8330-3816-8 - $20 * paper

The Arc
A Formal Structure for a Palestinian State The Diffusion and Value of Healthcare Information
Doug Suisman, Steven N. Simon, Glenn E. Robinson, Technology
C. Ross Anthony, Michael Schoenbaum Anthony G. Bower

With a detailed vision for a modern, high-speed transportation This volume discusses the diffusion oF electronic health record
infrastructure, referred to as "the Arc," the authors show that sub- systems. The author invesrigates whether health care is expected to
stantial population growth in Palestine can be accommodated by benefit from the gains fostered by information technology (IT) as
linking current urban centers to new neighborhoods via new linear seen in other prominent industries. He reviews the current diffu-
transportation arteries that support commercial and residential sion of health information technology, compares it to innovations
development. 'The Arc design sets forth a vision of Palestine that in other industries, and discusses its potential value. Finally, the
should encourage peace and could be pursued even before an author analyzes potential IT market failures in health care and
independent Palestinian state is established. 'The book includes a identifies some policy alternatives.
multimedia presentation in English and Arabic on DVD. 126 pp. -2005 * ISBN 0-8330-3760-9 - $20 * paper

106 pp. * 2005 * ISBN 0-8330-3770-6 * $32.50 - paper - full color
with DVD
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"I support RAND because I want to contribute to an organization
that makes a genuine and measurable difference in the lives of
individuals in the United States and abroad. The credibility and
integrity RAND researchers bring to complex issues and public
policy debates are crucial as they search for global solutions to
some of the world's most pressing problems. Their innovative,
independent, and data-driven analysis is relevant, timely, and
desperately needed in our increasingly interdependent world."

Ann McLaughlin Korologos, chairman, RAND Corporation
Board of Trustees; former U.S. Secretary of Labor
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enable RAND, a nonprofit institution,
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